DAMAI

Spa Menu

Treatment Room Corridor

Peace, in Malay and Indonesian language, is Damai.
Reflecting a harmony found only in Singapore,
people of Chinese, Malay, Indian and European descent
have come together in this tropical paradise to
build a harmonious community, blending cultures and
fostering a profound sense of peace. Creating a modern
spa experience inspired by the Singaporean lifestyle,
Damai brings together the cultural healing philosophies,
techniques and traditions of Chinese, Malay,
Indian and European cultures as practiced
in Singapore, in peaceful harmony.

Spa Journeys

De-stress Body Ritual

120 mins $280++ | $540++ (couple)

invigorating body scrub
marine algae wrap
personalised massage
couple suite upgrade with shared bath

Back, Face & Scalp

120 mins $280++ | $540++ (couple)

invigorating body scrub
hot stone back massage
personalised facial
couple suite upgrade with shared bath

Couple
Suite
Pices are in Singapore Dollars, subject to 10% service charge and prevailing government taxes.

Damai Signature
Body Treatment Collection
Personalised Massage

90 mins | 60 mins

$240++ | $165++

Deep Muscle Massage
with Hot Stones

90 mins | 60 mins

$260++ | $185++

A body treatment with a detailed consultation with your personal therapists
to determine the most suitable damai signature blend and tailored massage
that your body needs. Each session begins with a foot soak, sensory test,
and finishes with a Swedish, Aromatherapy, or Balinese massage.

A powerful massage with specialised techniques to alleviate deep-seated
tension and muscular stress in specific areas of concern and alleviate common
discomforts such as stiff neck, painful lower back pain, and sore, tight shoulders.
The use of hot stones penetrates warmth into the muscle and ease aches and pains.

Back, Neck and Shoulder

30 mins

$90++

This massage is tailored to address the back, neck, and shoulders, and uses the
most appropriate massage techniques along with the chosen signature oil to suit
your needs.

Detox Wrap

75mins

$230++

Lemon Sugar Body Polish

30mins

$90++

A body wrap specifically designed to comfortably raise body temperature and
induce perspiration to help speed up the elimination of toxins and improve
circulation.
Ideal for those experiencing sluggishness, dull or dry skin conditions, this
treatment reveals softer, smoother, and optimally hydrated skin.

Foot Relaxer

30 mins

$90++

This revitalising treatment for tired feet and heavy legs helps reduce puffiness
and soothe aches and pains. It includes a refreshing exfoliation and a deeply
therapeutic foot and lower leg massage.

Pices are in Singapore Dollars, subject to 10% service charge and prevailing government taxes.

Damai Signature Blends

Calm
A relaxing and soothing blend of Patchouli, Lavender and Ylang Ylang
to reduce stress and anxiety

Revive
With Lemon, Grapefruit and Juniper Berry, this detoxifying blend helps to
aid blood and lymph circulation, enhance the immune system,
and remove excess body fluid.

Healing
Perfect for fitness enthusiasts. A blend of Cajeput, Clove, and Rosemary
to strengthen the body, tone muscles, and enhance immunity.

Renew
Clear the mind with a cooling and energising blend of May Chang,
Rosemary and Peppermint. Help ease respiratory problems,
sore muscles, and rheumatism.

Damai Signature Collection

Prices are in Singapore Dollars, subject to 10% service charge and prevailing government taxes.

KERSTIN FLORIAN
Facial Treatment Collection

C² Signature Facial

60 mins

$300++

Personalised Facial

60 mins

$240++

Personalised Express Facial 30 mins

$130++

Eye Lift

$125++

A decadent facial treatment utilising anti-aging caviar proteins and
pure collagen, to firm, tone, refine and significantly reduce fine lines and
wrinkles. Results are immediate, leaving skin looking supple, healthy and
luminescent.

A bespoke experience with an in-depth facial consultation of your personal
skincare needs, the facial treatment reduce fine lines and wrinkles. Results are
immediate, leaving skin looking supple, healthy, and luminescent.

An express facial perfect for executives and those on the go, this treatment
refines and remineralises skin to rejuvenate and energise.

30 mins

This healing and rejuvenating treatment is excellent for the delicate skin
around the eyes, to reduce the appearance of fine lines as well as relieves
tension headache from eye-strain

Prices are in Singapore Dollars, subject to 10% service charge and prevailing government taxes.

Essentials
Classic Manicure

60 mins

$70++

Classic Pedicure

60 mins

$95++

Extend the spa experience to your hands with this six-step luxurious hand
treatment, which includes a hand revival massage with a moisturising lotion to
hydrate and refresh your hands, before the nail lacquer of your choice is applied.

Treat your feet to a seven-step luxury foot treatment, which includes
an invigorating foot soak, a thorough foot cuticle cleansing treatment,
moisturising massage and finishing it with the application of the nail lacquer
colour of your choice.

Waxing
Upper Lip
Chin
Eyebrow

10 mins
10 mins
20 mins

$37++
$37++
$48++

Underarm
Half Arm
Full Arm
Upper Back
Posterior

15 mins
30 mins
45 mins
45 mins
60 mins

$45++
$65++
$85++
$97++
$105++

Bikini
Half leg
Full leg
Brazilian

30 mins
30 mins
45 mins
60 mins

$75++
$75++
$97++
$105++

Prices are in Singapore Dollars, subject to 10% service charge and prevailing government taxes.

Fitness Centre
Dedicated to wellness enthusiasts in search of
achieving balance in their lives, experience our holistic approach for
total rejuvenation at Damai’s Fitness Centre .
Sign up for a host of fitness classes or personal training,
or work out a sweat on your own with cardio and strength machines
including the revolutionary kinesis training system
Recreation facilities includes badminton courts, Oasis restaurant,
outdoor plunge pool, sauna, steam room, studio, swimming pool, and tennis courts.

Operating Hours
Damai Spa
10:00 am - 10:00 pm, daily

Damai Fitness Centre
5:00 am - 11:00 pm, weekdays
6:00 am - 10:00 pm, weekends and public holidays
Open 24 hours, every day for hotel guests only

Spa Policy
1. Grand Hyatt Singapore offers Goods and Services of satisfactory quality as defined in the Sales of Goods Act S14 (2),
Consumer Protection (Fair Trading) Act and Lemon Laws.
2. Grand Hyatt Singapore abides to the stringent requirement by CaseTrust to provide all customers purchasing any
prepayments, including but are not limited to spa packages, gift vouchers and membership fee, will receive a certifcate of
insurance immediately upon payment.
3. Grand Hyatt Singapore strictly prohibits any form of selling tactics during treatments and in the treatment room.
4. All discounted prices and promotions are clearly stated in Damai marketing material, website
(https://singapore.grand.hyatt.com/hyatt/pure/spas/index.jsp) and displayed in the retail area. All prices are quoted in
Singapore dollars and subject to service charege and prevailing government taxes.
5. All spa treatment prices, package descriptions and spa treatment upgrades are clearly displayed in the Damai menu
and website, and will be honoured by Grand Hyatt Singapore. Selected packages & promotions have specific validity
periods as stated in the Damai Marketing Materials.
6. Grand Hyatt Singapore will honour price and quote at the time of booking.
7. Grand Hyatt Singapore guarantees the satisfaction of our customers, and guests are welcome to request
for a change of therapist within the first 10 minutes of their treatment, subject to availability.
8. Grand Hyatt Singapore suggests that you schedule your appointment in advance in order to obtain your preferred
treatment time. Should you wish to reschedule or cancel an appointment, please give us a minimum of 8 hours in
advance notice or a 50% cancellation fee will be charged to your credit card. No-shows will be charged as full amounts.
9. Grand Hyatt Singapore accepts cash and all Amex, Diners Club, JCB, Mastercard, and Visa credit cards. Hotel guests
may sign for the treatments to their valid room account. Payments made with foreign currencies will be converted to
Singapore dollars based on the prevailing daily exchange rate provided by the Grand Hyatt Singapore Hotel Lobby.
Any remaining balance will be given back to the customer in Singapore dollars.
10. If a customer wishes to refund a full package within the package validity period, they will receive the full refund within 5
working days of their request. If a customer wishes to refund a partially consumed package within the package validity
period, they will receive the remaining monetary balance of their package within 5 working days of their request.
Alternatively, customers can also opt to transfer their full or partially consumed packages to another customer.
Exchanges of any packages are not allowed.
11. Gift certifcates can be purchased for all our spa treatments. If the receipient of the gift certificate wishes to
change treatment selected, they must pay the difference if the new spa treatment is of higher value. No additional
payment is required if the spa treatment is of equal value. If the spa treatment is of lower value than the original,
Grand Hyatt Singapore will not refund the difference to the customers. All gift certficates may be redeem within
their validity period of 6 months. It is always advisable to make prior reservation to secure preferred timing.
Customer shall receive a certificate of insurance immediately upon purchase of vouchers
12. Grand Hyatt Singapore will ONLY accept products for refund or exchange which are unopned and in their original
packaging. No refund or exchange will be provided after 5 days of purchase or if the product or gift certificate has been
tampered with. For the refund to take effect, kindly bring original invoice along with the products for verification purposes.
13. At Grand Hyatt Singapore, we are committed to Service Excellence. We do follow-ups on customer complaints within
a reasonable time frame of no more than 3 weeks.
14. Grand Hyatt Singapore adheres to Hyatt Hotel’s Privacy Policy in all transactions and will solely use customers particulars
for the purpose of completing sales transaction. Please refer to http://ww.hyatt.com/hyatt/privacy-policy.jsp - Privacy
Policy for details.
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